
Try to make sure there is enough
oxygen in your compost. It may help to
give compost a toss every time new
waste is added. It also helps if your
compost is made up of ½ food waste
(“greens”) and ½ yard waste (“browns”).
If these steps are followed, the
compost will smell much better and
the risk of bears will be nearly 0! 

How?Bacteria helps our waste break down. In a landfill,
there is no oxygen and these bacteria release
powerful and harmful greenhouse gases (GHG). 
In a year, the organic waste from four people will
release more GHG than a car does. If organic
waste is composted, bacteria can use oxygen to
turn our waste into a useful soil product. This
releases very little GHG and makes our soil
healthier. Healthy soil can actually trap and hold
GHG. This means that keeping our waste out of
landfills also helps keep our environment healthy!

Reduce Greenhouse Gases

Act on Climate Change 
 The World Health Organization calls climate

change the greatest health threat of our
lives. Most of us have already felt the effects of
climate change. This problem is huge but there
are things each one of us can do to help.
Something like composting can help us prepare
for climate change while also making it less of a
threat.

Why Compost?

Food and yard waste (“organic waste”) make up
about one third (or 33%) of all our waste. This
waste can be treated in two ways. It can be buried
in a landfill or it can be composted and used
to make our soil healthier. Landfills are very
expensive and can only hold so much waste. By
composting this organic waste instead, our
landfills last longer. This saves everyone a lot of
money in the long run.

Reduce Landfill Waste

Create Healthy Soil
There are more people on earth today than ever
before. To feed all these people, we have been
using more and more man-made fertilizers.
Making, moving, and using fertilizers releases a lot
of harmful GHG. Still, our soil’s health is getting
worse. Fertilizers are like Band-Aids and don’t really
solve the problem of unhealthy soil.

Fertilizers we use on our soil can be washed into
our water. This is happening more often because of
climate change, our soil’s poor health, and our
increasing use of fertilizers. Once in our water,
fertilizers can do serious damage. Toxic blue-green
algae grows faster and bigger when it can feed on
fertilizers. Warmer weather also makes it easier for
these blooms to thrive. This can close our beaches,
get into our drinking water, and weaken local
economies.

Protect our Water

 
For more info, visit: https://davidsuzuki.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/queen-of-green-backyard-composting-dos-donts-1.pdf


